A genetic system producing postmating reproductive isolation between two populations of Mimulus guttatus is described. In one population, Copperopolis, there is a single gene tightly linked to, or pleiotropic to, the gene for copper tolerance. In the other, Cerig-y-drudion, a limited number ot genes are involved. The genes interact in a complementary manner to produce Fl inviability. These results suggest that reproductive isolation could evolve as a direct result of adaptive differentiation in sympatry.
INTRODUCTION
The existence of barriers to reproduction is one of the ways in which species are frequently distinguished and their development is intimately associated with the process of speciation. The genetical basis of such barriers is therefore of great importance to an understanding of speciation and species differentiation. Mating barriers can be of many different types, but particularly important is the distinction between prezygotic mechanisms, in which gamete fusion is prevented, and postzygotic barriers, in which the fitness of the hybrid is reduced in some way in the Fl or later generations (see Levin, 1978) . Many have suggested that it is possible for prezygotic barriers between two populations to evolve as a direct result of selection for reduced hybrid formation (the so-called "Wallace effect"). Evidence that this process may operate comes from a number of sources (e.g., Paterniani, 1969; Thoday and Gibson, 1962; McNeilly and Antonovics, 1968) but its importance in nature is not yet certain. Postzygotic barriers on the other hand cannot normally be selected for (but see Coyne, 1974) and are believed to arise in allopatric populations as a by-product of differentiation. The present paper is concerned with the genetic basis of a postmating barrier in which the Fl hybrid is inviable. In principle, hybrid inviability can be produced by a genetic system in which a gene or genes interact in one of two ways: (a) heterozygote disadvantage i.e., AA or aa are viable, but Aa is not or (b) complementary epistasis i.e., AAbb or aaBB are viable but AaBb is not. Any genetic system of either of these types, in which the different elements of the interacting system are found in separate species or populations, can be regarded as a crossing barrier. In only a few cases is anything known about the number of genes involved in a particular system isolating species. Traditionally (e.g., Mayr, 1970) it is believed that a very large number of genes are involved. Some studies have tended to confirm this view, for instance in Drosophila (e.g., Dobzhansky, 1936; Carson, 1978; Patterson and Stone, 1952) and Podisma pedestris (Barton and Hewitt, 1981) . Other workers however have found instances where only one or a few pairs of genes seem to be involved. Many of these cases of simple genetic control involve plant species, particularly cultivated plants (see Levin, 1978) , but examples in animals include Drosophila pseudoobscura (Prakash, 1972) and Partula suturalis (Clarke and Murray, 1969 and Pers. Comm.) .
The yellow monkey flower, Mimulus guttatus, has also developed partial postmating isolation between some races. Vickery has been studying M. guttatus and its related species over many years (see Vickery 1979 for a review). He has found that though the barriers isolating species tend to be stronger than those isolating populations within a species, these barriers are not generally qualitatively different. In this paper we investigate the genetics of one system partially isolating two populations, Copperopolis and Cerig, and show that the gene in Copperopolis is the same as, or possibly tightly linked to, a gene giving copper tolerance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The materials and methods are essentially those described in the accompanying paper (Macnair, 1983) . Only a brief summary of the main features of the parent plants, and cultivation and tolerance testing methods will be given here. Details of Cerig will also be found in Allen and Sheppard (1971) ; the Wardle population was collected from the banks of the Shropshire Union Canal, grid reference SJ607 575. Many of the crosses described here involve a particular Cerig plant, Cer 34.
(ii) Cultivation
Except for a few of the very early families, all families were grown in seed trays. Unless otherwise stated, families were grown in JI compost in 35 mm x 23 cm seed trays.
(iii) Tolerance testing Individuals were tested for copper tolerance on the basis of whether or not they formed proper roots in a solution of 05 ppm Cu in 05 gVt calcium nitrate.
RESULTS (i) The identification and characterization of the phenomenon
When Copperopolis and Cerig plants were first crossed a partial crossing barrier, involving the deaths of some Fl plants, was detected. This barrier reappeared in the first backcross (Fl x Cerig). Plants affected by the barrier grow normally until at least the 4 leaf stage. At this point, or later, the leaves begin to yellow and become progressively necrotic. Further growth is inhibited. Plants affected early nearly always die rapidly; plants affected later may survive for considerable periods. In the absence of competition from other plants some continue to grow very slowly for many months. Some sideshoots are produced but older leaves on both sideshoots and the main axis continue to die.
The crossing barrier only appeared in crosses between tolerant (T) and non-tolerant (NT) plants. It is observed in various sets of crosses involving the descendants of the original ClOx Cer 34 cross. These crosses were: The four tolerant plants from the first backcross were crossed to three of their non-tolerant sibs (plants 5556/56, 5556/69 and 5556/74). The 12 families give significant heterogeneity for T: NT: Dead ratio, which can be shown to be associated with the particular NT parent used. each tolerant parent is. In table 2(b) the data are pooled by NT parent; now the within parent heterogeneity is non-significant in each case, but the between parent heterogeneity is enormous. It is obvious that this is caused by the families with 5556/56 or 5556/69 as a parent having a much higher death rate than those with 5556/74; these eight families also have a much lower T: NT ratio. The pooled data from these eight families are also included in table 1 (BC intercross 1). The phenomenon was also noted in intercrosses between progeny of the crosses between 5556 plants. Of 17 Tx NT crosses involving such plants, 2 showed the crossing barrier. The data from these two families are also included in table 1 (BC intercross 2). From table 1 it is clear that all 18 families show both a high death rate and a low T NT ratio. In the accompanying paper (Macnair, 1983) it is shown that copper tolerance is governed by a single major gene, and that segregating TX NT crosses with a normal death rate give approximately iT: 1NT ratio. Thus it appears that tolerant individuals are dying more frequently than non-tolerants, indicating genetic linkage between this phenomenon and the tolerance gene.
If the T: NT ratio should be 1: 1, it is evident from table 1 that approximately half of the tolerants must have died. The simplest genetic model giving such a result is as follows. The original tolerant parent (C 10) was homozygous for the tolerance gene (T) which is linked to another gene (Si) which produces a synthetic lethal when in combination with another unlinked gene, A. Cl 0 was therefore TSlTSaa. Cer 34 is tt, and must be heterozygous for A since not all the Fl die. The Fl will therefore be of two types, TSItAa (which die) and TSltaa. The backcross to Cerig produces dead, T, and NT, with these being of two types, ttAa which will behave like Cer 34 when crossed to their tolerant sibs, and ttaa which wilt not. The problem with this simple model is that it predicts that all Cerig plants used in these crosses must be heterozygous like Cer 34. Six different Cerig and Wardle parents were used-with a one gene model it is unlikely that all six would be heterozygous.
(ii) Testing the model This model predicts that the selfed progeny of Cer 34 should segregate, and produce offspring that vary in the ratio of deaths they produce when crossed to plants containing Sl. the selfed progeny of ClOshould, however, not be so variable. Accordingly, 10 progeny of Cer 34 were crossed in all possible ways with 10 progeny of ClO. To check that there were no genes other than T in ClO that would cause death with Cer 34, a number of the Cer 34 progeny were also crossed to a plant heterozygoils for the tolerance gene with only an eighth of its genome derived from Copperopolis.
The proportion of affected plants in these crosses was approximately half those in the crosses to ClO progeny, thus confirming that the T gene was the principal factor causing the synthetic lethal reaction in ClO. These crosses also confirmed the association between the tolerance gene and the synthetic lethal reaction.
Because of space limitations it was not possible to grow all 100 crosses involved in this experiment at once. Thus the crosses were grown in two batches: in the first the crosses involving 4 of the Cer 34 progeny were grown, the crosses with the other six being in the second batch. The four plants in the first set were deliberately chosen to represent different classes of ratio that had appeared to be present from the crosses to the heterozygote. Each family was represented by two half size seed trays containing 30 individuals each, and each set was fully randomised.
The number of individuals showing the crossing barrier in each tray was scored periodically. The proportions affected (expressed as proportions of totals in tray, excluding any that died from natural causes) were arcsin transformed and analysed by a two way ANOVA. The results for the two sets are given in table 3. Set 1 was destroyed relatively earlier than set 2, and only the analysis of the final proportions is given. The analysis for set 2 is given after 8 weeks, 10 weeks and 12 weeks. In both sets, there are obvious differences between the ratios produced by Cer 34 progeny, thus confirming that Cer 34 was heterozygous, and is producing variable progeny. There were also slight differences between ClO progeny, indicating that ClO was not homozygous for all relevant loci. However, there is evidence from set 2 that the difference between the ClO progeny relates to the rate of onset of the incompatibility reaction since the magnitude of the ClO progeny item decreases between weeks 10 and 12. The marginal totals for Cer 34 progeny are given in table 4. In set 1, each of the Cer 34 progeny is different to the others; in set 2 there also appear to be at least 4 classes of ratio produced. Combining the two sets, there must be at least 5 and possibly 6 different classes of ratio. The number of classes of progeny amongst the progeny of Cer 34 implies that there must be at least two and probably more genes controlling the Cerig side of this mating barrier: however the spread of ratios produced in a progeny of 10 (100 per cent deaths to about 8 per cent) also suggests that there cannot be very many. Further research is required before the number of genes and the way they interact can be determined more accurately in Cerig; it is clear, however, that the reaction in Copperopolis is controlled principally by one gene linked to the copper tolerance gene, though there may be other genes affecting the time of onset and penetrance of the reaction.
(iii) The tightness of the linkage between T and SI
The genes T and Si in Copperopolis are evidently tightly linked, though the exact degree of linkage is still unclear. Out of several hundred plants that have been scored in which recombination could have been detected, only a single possible recombinant has been found. It is possible that this plant was a contaminant or that it survived due to the variable penetrance of this reaction, seen particularly in some of the crosses to ClO progeny.
The data are compatible with the synthetic lethal reaction being a pleiotropic effect of the tolerance gene. Certainly it is difficult to believe that the association of the two phenomena is purely fortuitous. M. guttatus has a diploid chromosome number of 2n = 28,so two genes taken at random are unlikely to be very tightly linked.
Discussion
Two conclusions emerge from the data reported here. First, total postzygotic reproductive isolation between two populations, in the sense that inviable zygotes are formed, can be produced by a comparatively simple genetic mechanism. Here a single gene in one population interacts with a small number in the other. Secondly the gene which is responsible for one half of the crossing barrier is possibly the same gene which gives an adaptive response to a known environmental variable.
Many have argued (e.g., Mayr, 1970 ) that the genetic differences causing reproductive isolation between species must involve many genes and be the by-product of the differentiation of the genomes of two populations at hundreds, perhaps thousands, of loci. If this is true, it is clear that speciation will only be possible when gene flow between two differentiating populations is negligible. For if many hundreds of interacting gene systems must be changed before isolation can be achieved, then the selection acting on any one system must be small, and be easily opposed by the cohesion imposed by gene flow from other populations. However, in many natural circumstances the selective value of a single gene is high enough to result in its spread through part of a population despite gene flow. The gene conferring copper tolerance in M. guttatus is a case in point. Clearly, if such an adaptive gene produces reproductive isolation as a pleiotropic effect, as may well be the case here, then reproductive isolation and speciation may be initiated very easily, even in the face of considerable gene flow.
A number of other examples of reproductive isolation with a simple genetic basis are known, particularly in plants. Single pairs of complementary genes have been shown to produce postzygotic isolation in rice (Chu and Oka, 1972 , Oka, 1974 ), wheat (Hermesen, 1963 , cotton (Stephens, 1950; Gerstel, 1954 ), barley (Weibe, 1934 , sweet clover (Sano and Kita, 1978) , cowpeas (Saunders, 1952) , Crepis (Hollingshead, 1930) and Hutchinsa (Melchers, 1939) . In none of these instances, however, is there any evidence that any of the genes involved is of any adaptive significance. It is clear however, that in plants anyway, reproductive isolation can be achieved simply, and could swiftly follow an adaptive response.
